THURSDAY MAY 18, 2017
TRAINING SESSIONS
COURSE CONTENT, CLASSROOM AND FEES
Register for training sessions online at www.kdlhardware.com
MEDECO X4 CERTIFICATION
TCC BANQUET ROOM “A”

8AM - NOON $35

Instructor: GUY ROBINSON, CML
FACTORY CERTIFIED TRAINER

8AM - NOON

$35

Instructor: SCOTT JONES, TECHNICAL PRODUCTS
SPECIALIST, ALLEGION FACTORY TRAINED INSTRUCTOR

Design and operation of Medeco X4 and classic Keymark products are
demonstrated. Hands-on exercises include calculating an A2 pinning
matrix and decoding a Medeco X4 key. Students will pin a small format
interchangeable core to the decoded key, control key and master key.
Other styles of interchangeable core cylinders to retrofit Sargent,
Schlage, Corbin Russwin, and Yale are included within the pinning
instructions class segment , as well as cam locks and other cylinders.
An overview of Medeco eCylinders for SFIC applications is included.
Stay and attend the Medeco XT training session
this afternoon with Guy and we will treat you to lunch !

MEDECO XT CERTIFICATION
TCC BANQUET ROOM “A”

DOOR CLOSERS AND EXIT DEVICES
TCC MEETING ROOM “A”

1PM - 5PM

$35

Instructor: GUY ROBINSON, CML
FACTORY CERTIFIED TRAINER
Monitor your security in three clicks. Medeco XT Data Analytics allow
you to easily identify unauthorized access to locks in your system.
Three simple clicks will answer WHO? WHEN? WHERE? AND WHY?
The features and benefits of Medeco XT and it’s capabilities will be
examined. System requirements, how to manage ordering, system
setup, software programming and basic system management is
taught. Sales techniques emphasizing XT features will be discussed.

BASIC AUTOMOTIVE LOCKSMITH SKILLS 8AM - NOON $50
TCC BANQUET ROOM “C”
Instructor: GABE DE GAALON, CPL, OWNER GABES LOCK & KEY,
CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR

Introduction to closers and exit devices. We will discuss common exit
device and closer applications, review closer arms and mounting
methods along with the different styles of exit devices and their uses.
 Exit device terminology and Von Duprin nomenclature
 Panic & fire exits/New Quiet EL device
 New concealed vertical cable system & essential components of
an exit device
 Outside trim options
 Popular electrified exit devices
 Mechanical door closers - Maintenance & adjustments
 Conversion & field adjustments
 Tips & tricks for closers and exit hardware
Stay and attend the Managing Electronic Lock training
session this afternoon with Scott and we will treat you to lunch !

USER MANAGED ELECTRIC LOCKS
TCC MEETING ROOM “A”

1PM - 5PM $35

Instructor: SCOTT JONES, TECHNICAL PRODUCTS
SPECIALIST, ALLEGION FACTORY TRAINED INSTRUCTOR
There are more user-managed locks on the market today than ever
before. Choosing the one that is best for any given opening and any
given client isn’t always easy. Attend this session to learn more about
your choices from Schlage. Learn what these locks have in common
and how they differ, and ultimately, learn how to use them to provide
more convenient security for your customers. Topics include:
 Newest Schlage Lock, the NDE series wireless lock featuring
Engage Technology
 Keypad programming with the CO-100
 Computer based programming with the CO-200
 Taking the mystery out of cloud-based technology and security as
they relate to Schlage’s NDE and LE series Engage locks.

Class will begin with a brief history of automotive locks featuring early
lock systems, security driven innovation, key and lock types, and regular
vs higher security locks and keys. We will also take a brief look at the
differences between mechanical keys, electronic security systems in
keys and ignitions, programming and cloning. Students will learn:
 Three ways to make a new key from an old key or code tag.
AUTOMOTIVE LOCKSMITH BUSINESS
1PM - 5PM $35
 Duplicating and cutting to code.
TCC BANQUET ROOM “C”
 Five ways to generate a new key to replace a lost key. Code off Instructor: STEVE SHAIN, KEYLINE USA NATIONAL SALES MGR
lock, reading wafers or pins, impression a key, wafer readers,
Expand your business with automotive locksmithing and watch your
disassemble and read wafer numbers.
 Rekeying or replacing vehicle locks. Identifying equipment needed profits grow. If you are tired of turning away requests for automotive lock
such as wafers, pins, caps and locks from STRATTEC or ASP. work but are new to this field of locksmithing business then this is the
training session that you MUST attend. Steve Shain has a thirty plus
Removing locks from doors, ignitions and trunks.
 Auto opening tools and techniques. Opening kits, selecting door to year history in our industry that has been devoted to automotive locking
security. He is the “GURU” for the automotive locksmith. Today he will
open and equipment concerns.
 Instructor will also provide an overview of working with & servicing teach you the basics of transponder technology. Steve will help to clear
the question marks that appear in your mind when you are asked to
motorcycle locks
make keys for cars with transponder equipment. He will demonstrate the
ease with which you can program transponders utilizing the most effecStay and attend the Automotive Locksmith Business training
tive equipment and key machines in the field at this time.
session this afternoon with Steve Shain and we will treat you to lunch

